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Introduction
Much of the material for this article is the result of a collaborative
effort. The National Community on Latino/a Leadership (NCLLY con-
ducted a survey of 2,662 l-liapanic adults in the fall of 1999 commissioned
by the National Catholic Council on Hispanic Ministry (NCCHM), an
organization Concerned with developing l-lispanic leadership in a
faith-based context! Unless otherwise noted, data presented here are
based on that NCLL survey‘
First we present a general sociodemographic profile; second, data
regarding identication wii and attitude towards the Church (as well as
the related matters of church attendance, membership and defections);
‘Andrew Hernandez was the lead investigator for NULL; Adela Gallegos
Flores represented NCCHM,
2The NCLL survey was a random‘dial telephone interview of Hispanics: 38 years
of age and older in the states of Califomia, Texas, New York, Florida and lliinois.
Included was an oversample of Puerto Rican and Cuban American respondents
which was appropriately weighted to yield a minimum of 500 responses for each
group.
1With funding from the hilly Endowment, NCCl llVl launched a six'year initiav
rive in which it developed a training curriculum that integrates strategies for
leadership development in education, ClVlC participation, politics and community
organization with the theological, spiritual and pastoral aspects of leadership,NCCHM piloted a model on a national scale in both English and Spanish Later it
produced a comprehensive program manual, Tim varrr (0 Serve: [Alina/a Lendwshxp
for Church and Society,to help institutions implement the, successful model.
7.7
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third, the degree of organizational participation and financial support;
and fourth, perceived and desired characteristics of leaders. Each of
these four sections concludes with suggested implications for theology
and ministry. The most important conclusion is that because Hispanics
are an increasingly important part of the Church in the United States
(and society), Hispanic Catholic leadership development (especially
among women, youth and young adults) requires an immediate and
significant investment. Once formed, such leaders are very likely to
contribute time, talent, and treasure to the Church,
General bocmdmmgmplucProle
The Hispanic population is the fastest growing segment of the US.
Catholic Church (and the society as a whole). In 1950 there were ap-
proximately 2.3 million Hispanics in the United States, By 2000 this
number had grown to 35.3 million, and according to Census Bureau
projections, by 2050 there will be nearly 100 million Hispanics.“ Cur-
rently one of every eight persons in the United States is Hispanic. There
are an estimated 25 million Hispanic Catholics in the United States,
which constitutes about 33 percent of all US. Catholics. From 1970 to
2000 the number of Hispanic Catholics increased by over 18 million, or
264 percent. This increase accounted for 86 percent of all growth in the
US. Catholic Church during that period.
Forty'one percent of Hispanic adults are under age thirty-five,
30 percent are between thirty-five and forty, and 29 percent are fifty
years and over.5 Overall, Hispanics are younger than non—Hispanics, in
part because of their higher birth rate and the large number of young
immigrants There is virtually no difference between the age structure
of Hispanic Catholics and l-lispanic non-Catholics.
A recent study by Pr 3/ Vida, 1.42 Red, and the Southeast Pastoral
Institute (SEPI) looks at similar data and concludes that 41 percent of
Catholics under age 30 are Hispanic.” However, young Hispanics may
”US. Census Bureau. Projections of the Resident Population by Age, Sex, Race and
Hispanic Origin 19991—2100. January 13, 2001.
iln 1999 the louisville Institute told the nation’s bishops: "Given the fact that
the Latino population in this country is overwhelmingly young (approximately
50 percent are under the age at twenty-six and over 33 percent under the age of
eighteen), the Church ignores Hispanic youth at its own peril” This is an even
stronger case. than that presented here.
‘
“Assuming that 70 percent of the llispamc population in the US: is Catholic,
and that 25 percent of the non- Hispanic White population is Catholic, Of course, it a
greater percent of the Church were Hispanic, an even larger percent of young
Catholics would be Hispanic.
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be abandoning the Church. The Hispanic Churches in American Public
Life Project (http:/ /www.hcapl.org/) states that while 74 percent of
inunigramts are Catholic, only 66 percent of the second generation, and
59 percent of third and later generations remain Catholic.y
As with age, little difference exists between Hispanic Catholic and
Hispanic non—Catholic marital status. Fifty—eightpercent of both are
married, 22 vs. 23 percent are single, 10 vs 9 percent are either sepa»
rated or divorced, 7 vs. 8 percent are widowed, and 3 percent of both
Catholics and non-Catholics are cohabih'ng.
Most Hispanics live in large cities. In nine of the ten largest cities in
the United States ethnic minorities now constitute a majority of the
population, with Hispanics being the largest minority in seven of these
cities. Overall, Hispanics accounted for 62 percent of the population
increase in the nation’s 100 largest cities between 1990 and 2000.5
Hispanic households tend to be larger than those of nonvllispanic
whites. According to the Census Burea , 78 percent of Hispanics have
more than two people living in their households compared to 53 per-
cent of non—Hispanicwhites. In addition, Hispanics have a higher birth
rate than non-Hispanics, which means more children are present. In
1996 the fertility rate for the general population was 2.03, while that of
Hispanics was 30.“ Therefore, according to the NCLL survey, 52 per«
cent of Hispanic Catholics and 50 percent of Hispanic non—Catholics
have children under the age of 18 living at home.
Households exist in neighborhoods. A neighborhood that is pre—
dominantly composed of one ethnic group constitutes what is termed
an enclave, whereas one that is entirely composed of one ethnic group
is usually termed a ghetto. Both of these are commonly referred to as a
barrio if the residents are Hispanic. The type of neighborhood in which
people live has important consequences. Barrios, for example, can be
both functional and dysfunctional for their residents. Positively, they
have a small town, gemeinschuftquality that provides a more personal,
7At press time these results were not final, and may constitute a pattern rather
than a trend. See
"Majority of Americans Identify Themselves as Third-generation
Americans” Gallup Poll Analyses, July 10, 2001 (wwwgalluplcom/poll/releases/
pr01071b); A, Dianne Schmidley, US. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports,Series [123406, Prole oftlzcForeign-BornPopulation in the United States 2000 (Wash-
ington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2001). These two studies report
immigrant, first and second generation among Latinos as 47 percent, 26 percent,
27 percent and 39 percent, 29 percent, 32 percent respectively. If between 40 and 50
percent of Hispanics are immigrants, and Catholic identification is highest among
immigrants, then this affects the Catholic Hispanic population as a whole.
a US. Census Bureau, January 13, 2001.
9Joseph McFalls, )1, ”Population: A Lively Introduction," Population Bulletin
53:3 (1998) 3-48
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friendly environment. This is particularly true for recently arrived im-
migrants who can make u. 3 of the barrio to reduce the culture shock
inherent in international migration. According to one theory, barrios
actually facilitate acculturation.m Negatively, barrios limit opportuni-
ties for residents by confining them to areas where access to better jobs,
education, health care facilities, and personal security is less available.”
In an earlier study, the highest level of residential segregation
between Hispanics and non-Hispanic whites was in the northeastern
region of the United States while the least segregated was in the south.12
Since 1990 many changes have occurred in the geographic distribution
of the Hispanic population, which may have affected regional segrega-
tion patterns. Previously it was common to think of Mexican Ameri-
cans in the southwest, Cuban Americans in Florida, and l’uerto Ricans
in the northeast. Today these and other Hispanics are located through~
out the country. There are now twenty-one states where Hispanics are
the largest minority.“
However, Hispanic Catholics and non-Catholics tend to live in dif-
ferent kinds of neighborhoods. Forty'three percent of Catholics live in
barrios compared to 35 percent of non’Catholics. Only 15 percent of
Catholics live in predominantly non—Hispanic white neighborhoods
compared to 17 percent of non—Catholics.” The remaining Hispanics
live in ethnically mixed neighborhoods.
Overall, Hispanics have less education than either non-Hispanic
whites or Blacks. Among lilispanics, Mexican Americans have the least
amount of education of the three major subgroups. In 1998, 87 percent
of non-Hispanics over age. of twentyulour had a high school degree
compared to only 24 percent of Mexican Americans, 61 percent of Puerto
Ricans and 66 percent of Cuban Americans. Although this relatively
poor education is inuenced by immigration, a recent study concluded
that: "liven after disaggregating the immigrant population from those
“7 Barbara Ballis Lal, "Symbolic interaction Theories," American Behavioral Scien-
tist 18(1995)421-41.
* Anne Santiago and Margaret Wilder, “Residential Segregation and Links to
Minority Poverty: The Case of Latinos in the United States," Social Problems 38
(1991) 492—515.
”Douglas M'
r r
y and Nancy Demon, "Trends in the Residential Segregation
of Blacks, lilispanics and Asians: 19704980," American SorialogicalReview 52 (1987)
802-25.
”US. Census Bureau, 2001.
HThere is some evidence that interaction between l’Iispanics (specifically
MexicanAAmericans) and non-Hispanics affects leadership. See Carmen Estrada-
Schayc, Religious Values um! Leadership in Mexican-Americans in Les Angeles (Unpub
lished Ed!) diss, Pepperdine University, Malibu, Calii., 1995).
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statistics, however, Latino / a [school] dropout rates remain twice those
of the non-l-Iispanic population.”‘3 The picture for higher education is
similar. According to the US. Census Bureau, while 27 percent of non.
Hispanics had a college degree, only 8 percent of Mexican Americans,
11 percent of Puerto Ricans and 20 percent of Cuban Americans had re»
ceived a degree.
According to the NCLL survey, Hispanic Catholics had less educa—
tion than Hispanic non-Catholics. While 47 percent of Catholics had
not completed high school, the corresponding figu re for nonatholics
was only 39 percent. Meanwhile, 14 percent of Catholics had cone
pleted a college education compared to ‘17 percent of non-Catholics.
The low educational attainment of Hispanics in general. and Catholics
in particular, puts them at a distinct disadvantage in a credential-
oriented society as revealed in the following statistics on employment
and income.
The greatest occupational difference between Hispanics and non—
Hispanics is in the percentages of professionals / managers and farmers /
laborers. There is also a large difference in these same occupations be-
tween the subgroups of Hispanics. In 1998, 33 percent of non-Hispanics
held professional or managerial positions compared to only 13 percent
of Mexican Americans, 19 percent of Puerto Ricans and 25 percent of
Cuban Americans (US. Bureau of the Census, 1998).
The unemployment rate for Hispanics has historically been much
higher than for non-Hispanics, and continues to be (US. Department of
Labor, 2002). Among Hispanics there is some difference between Cathd
lics and non—Catholics, according to the NCLL survey. Non'Catholics
are slightly more likely to be employed, full or part-time, than Catho—
lics (59 percent vs. 54 percent). Most of those who are unemployed are
either students, house~spouses, retired or unable to work. Of those who
are employed, 40 percent of Catholics and 33 percent of nonCatholics
have a direct supervisor who is also Hispanic. When asked how impor-
tant it is that their supervisor understands Hispanic culture, 76 percent
of Catholics and 71 percent of non—Catholics said it is very important.
The median income of Hispanic families is below that of non-
Hispanics. In 1998 Mexican American families earned 63 percent,
Puerto Rican families 56 percent and Cuban American families 73 per-
cent of the median income for non-Hispanic families. While overall, the
Hispanic income as a proportion of non-Hispanic income was 0.63, the
proportion of Hispanic males to non—iilispanicmales was 0.58 while
the proportion of Hispanic females to non-l’lispanic females was 0.71
1‘Edwin l’lernandez and Kenneth G. Davis, Itvronstmclmg the Sacred Tower.
(Scranton, Penn; The University of Scranton Press, forthcoming).
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(US. Bureau of the Census, 1998). Thus, Hispanic females were experir
encing less of a pay differential than males.
A comparison of the economic condition of the three main Hispanic
subgroups to non—Hispanics in the United States for the year 1998 re-
veals that 9 percent of non-Hispanics were officially in poverty com-
pared to 28 percent of Mexican Americans, 33 percent of Puerto Ricans
and .13 percent of Cuban Americans. ‘6
According to the NCLL survey, the overwhelming majority of
Hispanics, Catholics and non-Catholics, earn less than $40,000 a year.
Based on annual family income, 79 percent of Catholics and 77 percent
of non~Catholics are considered working class. These figures include
86 percent of foreign—bornHispanics. Only 16 percent of Catholics and18 percent of non-Catholics are considered middle class, and approac-
mately 5 percent of both are upper class. However, this is not how
Hispanics perceive themselves. Only 45 percent actually perceive
themselves as working class. Over half believe themselves middle class
and 5 percent say they are upper class. Such perceptions are not un—
common. Immigrant Hispanics generally are more satisfied or opti-
mistic about their economic situation than U.S.~born Hispanics perhaps
because the former compare themselves to the previous situation in
their homeland, whereas the latter compare themselves to fellow US.
citizens.
NCLL survey respondents were queried about the probable future
of the Hispanic community and their own ability to achieve the Ameri-
can Dream. In response, Catholics exhibited greater confidence in the
future of the average Hispanic than did mainline Protestants (62 perv
cent vs. 57 percent), or Pentecostals (42 percent). Only nondenomina~
tional Hispanics showed greater confidence, 67 percent. Catholics were
the most optimistic (77 percent) when asked if the American Dream
was attainable for the majority of Hispanics. In response to the same
question, 74 percent of nonafliated, and 70 percent of mainline Protes—
tants answered affirmatively.
When questioned concerning what the most important part of the
American Dream was, the most common answer for Catholics (37 per»
cent) was a better life for their children. Only 8 percent indicated financial
success and security. Mainline Protestants more frequently indicated
(29 percent) it was living up to their potential, compared to only 6 percent
who said nancial success and security. More Pentecostals (26 percent)
said a better life for their children and 10 percent indicated financial
success and security. Thus, financial success and security is the least
important part of the American dream for most Hispanics.
l”'CPS Annual DemographicSurvey, March Supplement, 1999.
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The Census Bureau’s 2000 population report found 128 million
Hispanics were foreign-born, comprising 39 percent of all Hispanics.However, the NCLL survey, which was limited to Hispanic adults,found that 53 percent were foreign-born. Infants and the very young
are less likely to immigrate, especially without proper documents,
resulting in an overrepresentation of adults. Because the vast majority(86 percent) of foreign-born Hispanics are Catholic, over half (56 per.
cent) of all Catholic adults are foreign-born. The opposite is true of
Hispanic non-Catholics most of whom (55 percent) are U.S.-bom.
As may be expected, a similar pattern is found regarding citizene
ship. Whereas 74 percent of Hispanic non—Catholics are US. citizens,
only 63 percent of Hispanic Catholics are citizens. Almost six million
Hispanic Catholic adults are not yet US. citizens. This deprives both
the Hispanic community and the Catholic Church of a more effective
voice in government.
NCLL survey participants were given the choice to participate in
English or Spanish. Sixty-three percent of Catholics and 52 percent of
non-Catholics selected Spanish. Forty-six percent of Catholics and
39 percent of non-Catholics indicated they speak only Spanish. An-
other 43 percent of Catholics said they are bilingual, speaking both
English and Spanish. In the home, 63 percent of Catholics and 54 per
cent of non-Catholics indicated that Spanish is spoken most often.
Only 21 percent of Catholics and 29 percent of non-Catholics said that
English is spoken most often at home. Over 80 percent of those who
spoke Spanish indicated they could also read it. Among U,S.—born HlS'
panics, 33 percent of mainline Protestants speak English exclusively
compared to 21 percent of Evangelicals or nondenominaiionals, and
24 percent of Catholics. However, 60 percent of Catholics are bilingual
compared to 59 percent of Evangelicals and nondenominationals, and
50 percent of mainline Protestants.
This demographic prole notes a pattern of class, language, nativ-
ity, and citizenship differences between Hispanic Catholics and non
Catholics. Protestants tend to have slightly higher levels of education
and income, and are less likely to live in predominantly Hispanic
neighborhoods or work under Hispanic supervisors or speak only
Spanish. While a majority of Protestants are U.S.—born, a majority ofCatholics are foreign-born. This can account for the fact that 74 percent
of Protestants, but only 63 percent of Catholics, are US. citizens. It can
also help explain the difference in language, education, income, and
place of residence.
For Hispanics, the Catholic Church in the United States is still largely
an immigrant church. This means that the Church and its leaders maybe called upon for assistance in social and financial matters as well as
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spiritual, It also means that Hispanic Catholics are different in this re-
spect from other Catholics who are predominantly U.S.-bom. According
to earlier estimates only 15 percent of US, Catholics were first genera—
tion, 25 percent second generation, 40 percent third generation, and 20
percent forth generation.” Previous studies“ as well as the NCLL survey
indicate that Hispanic mainline Protestants generally have higher-class
status than members of Pentecostal or Evangelical churches, These
latter Hispanics are more similar to Catholics in social class.
’1"he differences based on place of birth are even greater. For
U.S,-born Hispanics, 63 percent of mainline Protestants, 67 percent of
Jehovah Witnes s or Mormons, and 75 percent of Evangelicals or non-
denominationals have household incomes of less than $40,000 annu-
ally compared to 70 percent of Catholics. For foreign-born Hispanics
the percentages are 77 percent of lehovah Witnesses or Mormons,
84 percent mainline Protestants, and 87 percent Evangelicals or non.
denominationals, compared to 86 percent of Catholics. Interestingly,
ioreignborn lehovah Witnesses and Mormons fare better than even
mainline Protestants, perhaps because these communities tend to offer
greater mutual support to their members than the other faith commu-
nities. Such differences have previously been noted.
What are the theological and pastoral implications of this socio»
demographic profile? The most intriguing implication may be the faith
and optimism of l'iispanics (especially Catholics) despite their rela-
tively poor socioeconomic situation This data may support the asser—
tion of Eduardo C, Fernandez, SJ; ”what is the factor that accounts for
the resiliency of US. Latinos? Again, their theologians are now begin-
ning to explore an inherent world of meaning—a spirituality, one
might saymthat provides an unmistakable source of strength.“9 Of
course, Fernandez does not suggest that poverty creates optimism or
that neglect promotes faith. Nonetheless, further theological investiga—
tion appears merited.
Pastors, of course, must attend to the exploding numbers of Catho-
lic Hispanics, their increasing immigration, concentration in barrios,
and poor income and educational levels. Publishers and others must
consider the large numbers who prefer Spanish. However, the most
”Andrew Greeley, The Ahminm Catholic: A Serial Portrait (New York: Basic
Books, 1977) 38,
”See, for instance, Edwin Hernandez, ”Moving from the Cathedral to Store
l’ront Churches: Understanding Religious Growth and Decline Among Latino
Protestants,” in l’rotwstantes/Pnitrestanls, ed. David Maldonado (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, W99) 223.
‘" Eduardo Fernandez, S.},, La Caseclm: [laminating szlmzpomry United Stairs
Hispanic Theology(1972-1998) (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 2000) 28.
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important pastoral implication may be the urgent need to provide
ministry (especially through leadership development) to Hispanic,
Catholic youth.
Identication with and Attitude towards the Church
There is some disagreement concerning the number of Catholics in
the United States, as well as the number of Hispanic Catholics. This
latter question has two aspects: what proportion of US. Catholics is
Hispanic, and what proportion of us, Hispanics is Catholic. The
Catholic population has usually been estimated at between 25 and
28 percent of the nation?” In an August 2000 Gallup Poll on religious
preference, 27 percent of the respondents indicated they are Catholic.
This means there are approximately 76 million Catholics in the United
States. However, when the estimate is based on parish registration
figures it appears that there are approximately 63 million Catholics,
which constitutes 23 percent of the population. This number is obvi-
ously an under representation of the actuality since many people, irr
eluding families, are unregistered at any given time, even though they
are regular churchgoers.
To determine the number of Hispanic Catholics it is necessary to rely
on survey data since official membership rolls do not identify member-
ship by race or ethnicity. Some surveys are interested in determining
the ethnicity of Catholics while others are interested in determining the
religion of Hispanics. This makes comparisons and conclusions elusive
especially since sampling frames and methodologies also differ among
the various studies. Moreover, the results of some of the most ambi-
tious studies are still not final. Therefore, the following is meant to be
informative but not conclusive.“
A national study of adult Catholics conducted by the Catholic
Pluralism Project in 1995 found that 16 percent of the respondents iden.
tified themselves as Hispanic.22 The same results were obtained in a
more recent study by the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate(CARA) Catholic P0112000, Based on these percentages, the number of
Hispanic Catholics would range between 9,982,600, or 16 percent of the
membership base Catholic population, and 12,157,600 of the 2000
general survey Catholic population estimates, These findings suggest
Hispanic Catholics number between 10—12 million out of a total Hispanic
““ Wade Clark Roof and William McKinney, American Mainline Religion (New
Brunswick, NJ; Rutgers University Press, 1987) 230,
“For example, the forthcoming National Survey on leadership in Latino
Parishes and Congregations.
72 http: //www.thearda.com/arda.asp?8how:llome,
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population of over thirty~five million. This would mean that only one»
third of all US. I’lispanics are Catholic. However, a conclusion that
only 33 percent of Hispanics are Catholic is contradicted by a number
of larger, national surveys that report the percentage to be between
56—69 percent. The following are the surveys and their findings:
Citizen Participation Study 0989) .......................... (36%
General Social Survey, Roper Center (1990—1996) ............. 67%
Voter News llxit Poll (1996) ................................ 66%
CARA Catholic Poll (2000) ................................. 56"“
Social Capital Community Benchmark Survey<8eguaro Seminar,
Harvard University (2000) ............................... 69%
Most of these surveys were conducted in English, which means
their findings probably underrepresent the true number since 46 per-
cent of Catholic Hispanics and 39 percent of nonvCatholics speak only
Spanish. The largest national surveys, which are those with the small~
est margins of error, find the percentage of Hispanics who are Catholic
to be even greater, between 72—80 percent. The 1990 Latino/ a National
Political Survey (NLPS) of 2,817 Hispanics found that 73 percent of the
respondents identified themselves as Catholics. Later the 1994 His.
panic l’AC USA National Survey of 1,420 respondents reported the
same results. More recently, the 1999 Kaiser/Harvard University Na-
tional Latino/ a Poll (HKF) of 2,417 respondents found the percentage
of Hispanics saying they are Catholic to be 72 percent. Finally, the 2000
National Community for Latino/a Leadership Survey (NCLL) discov-
ered that 80 percent of the respondents reported they are Catholic.
Based on these larger, national surveys, the percent of Hispanics who
are Catholic appears to be between 72-80 percent. Therefore, the number
of Hispanic Catholics can be estimated to be 25 million, or one—third of
all Catholics in the United States. T his data also suggests the likelihood
that as the United States becomes more Hispanic, it will also become
more Catholic.
According to these same national surveys, between 12—16 percent
of Hispanics identify themselves as Protestant, and between 7-19 per—
cent indicate they are unaffiliated or have no religious preference. The
findings of the NLI’S, HKF and NCLI. surveys show that although a
majority of all Hispanics are Catholic, there is a difference between the
three major Hispanic subgroups in the percentage of Catholics. The
number of Mexican Americans who identify themselves as Catholics
ranges between 77-87 percent, Cuban Americans between 66~80 percent
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and Puerto Ricans between 65-70 percent. While Mexican Americans
are the most Catholic, Puerto Ricans are the most Protestant, 21—22 per-
cent, and also the most likely to be unaffiliated, 9‘13 percent.
As previously mentioned, however, recent large-scale national sur-
veys have found that between 72—80 percent of Hispanics identify
themselves as Catholics Even Survey America 2001 says that seventy
percent of Latinos identify themselves as Catholic. All this would seem
to confirm Hunt’s analysis of the General Social Survey of Latino/a
data sets that found little or no increases in the percentage of Hispanics
who identify themselves as Protestant during, the l990s. However, it
does seem that the percent of US. I’lispanics who are Catholic did
decline over most of the past century, Sociologist Meredith McGuire
wrote that ”.
. . many Latinos do not find the Catholic church in the
United States to be a strong source of belonging; indeed many have be-
come Protestant, but many more simply do not identify with a Catholi'
cism so foreign to their own cultural experience."23 This assessment
appears to be supported by a number of studies One recent survey
conducted in Los Angeles County found that 79 percent of Hispanic
immigrants are Catholic compared to 63 percent of those born in the
United States In addition, although 89 percent of the immigrants said
they were raised Catholic, only 79 percent still consider themselves
Catholic. Among U.S.-born Hispanics, the percentages are 79 percent
raised Catholic and 63 percent still Catholic. And as both groups aged
they were less likely to consider themselves Catholic. While some conv
verted to different religions, others just ceased to embrace any reli-
gion.“ A similar picture is presented by Greeley who reports that 85
percent of Hispanics were raised Catholic, but only 67 percent continue
to be Catholic.”5
Some reasons for Hispanics religious switching may have less to do
with doctrinal issues and more to do with structural differences between
Catholic and Protestant churches. In general the latter are smaller,
members are more likely to know each other, there is greater opportu'
nity for lay participation, and the congregational rather than episcopal
structure alloWs greater lay leadership" It has also been suggested that
i-‘Mereclith McGuire, Religion: The Social Context, 4th ed. (Belmont, Calif:
Wadsworth, 1997) 191.
“ ”Latinos Becoming Less Catholic,” America 185: 6 (September 10, 2mm 5.
”Andrew Greeley, ”Detection Among Hispanics,” America (September 27,
1997) 1243.
3" Sidney Verba, Kay Lehman Sclxli’izman and Henry [3. Brady, Voice and Equality:
Civic Volunlarlsm in American Politics (Cambridge, Mas .. Harvard University Press,
1995) 245i
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some Hispanics see conversion as an aspect of assimilation or a means
of possible upward mobility.”
While it appears certain there has been a decline in Catholicism
among Hispanics in the United States, the magnitude of this decline is
in question. Greeley reports that in the early 1970‘s, 78 percent of His-
panic Americans were Catholic but by the mid—1990’s this figure had
fallen to 67 percent. This represents a loss of approximately .5 percent
per year. The previously mentioned Fe y Vida survey reported 74 per-
cent of first generation, 66 percent second generation, and 59 percent
third generation were Catholic. Meanwhile, a study reported by Hunt
found that 83 percent of first generation Hispanics identified them-
selves as Catholics compared to 64 percent of third generation Hispan-
ics. Differences between these studies are signicant, although all three
indicate a generational decline in identity with the Church. The ques—
tions, therefore, are not whether a decline occurred, but how large and
why.
Whatever their denomination, ninety-five percent of Hispanics in
three separate surveys, the NCLL, HKF and CBS, indicated religion is
an important part of their lives, compared to 88 percent of the general
population who participated in the Gallup 2000 survey. The NCLL
survey also found that among Hispanics, 96 percent of Catholics comv
pared to 89 percent of noncCatholics said it was important. Hispanics
in general not only consider religion important, but they also have a
favorable opinion of the Catholic Church.” The l'lKF survey found that
75 percent of Hispanics have a favorable opinion, including 54 percent
who indicated very favorable. This is compared to 64 percent of the
general public who expressed a favorable opinion, and 18 percent very
favorable in the Gallup Poll. in the former survey, 19 percent of His~
panics indicated an unfavorable opinion, 8 percent very unfavorable,
while in the latter poll 27 percent of the general public expressed an
unfavorable opinion, and 8 percent very unfavorable.
This favorable attitude towards the Church includes its priests.
Recent studies have shown that Hispanic Catholics prefer to consult
priests with their problems rather than lay professionals. They seek
clerical help not only for moral problems, but also depression, suicidal
2" Both hypothc is in l... L. llunt, “Religion, Gender, and the Hispanic Experi-
ence in the United State. Catholic/ Protestant Differences in Religious Involvement,
Social Status, and Genderrliole Attitudes," Review if ReligiousResearch 43:2 (DecemA
be!“ 2001) 139—60.
1” According to at least one published opinion, this does not seem to have been
affected even by recent scandals. See Raymond Rodriguez, “Latino Catholics Retain
Trust in Parish Priest," Hispanic Link 20:13 (March 25, 2002) 3. See also the commen-
tary by Gregory Rodriguez, [.05 Angclrs Times, April 7, 2002.
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feelings, drug and alcohol abuse, job loss, and marital difficulties,whether or not the priest has special training in those areas. Non<
Hispanic Catholics, however, are more concerned with consultingsomeone who has special training, whether priest or lay professional.Overall, 72 percent of Hispanics would talk to a trained or untrained
priest rather than a trained lay professional compared to 57 percent ofNon'l-Iispam'cs.29
However important religion is to them, and despite their generallyfavorable opinion of the Church, Hispanics are not the most likely toattend church services. African Americans have the highest rate of
churchattendance, although Hispanics have a higher rate than non—Hispanic whites. The 1989 Citizens Participation Study found 53 per-cent of Hispanics attended church regularly compared to 48 percent of
non-Hispanic whites. The 2000 Social Community Benchmark studyfound 47 percent of Hispanics attended church weekly compared to40 percent of non-Hispanic whites. in a recent survey of Hispanics con«ducted by the Tomas Rivers Policy Institute, 45 percent of the respon-dents indicated they attended church services at least once a week.
Forty—threepercent of all respondents attended services in Spanish,27 percent attended services in English and 30 percent attended ser-
vices in Spanish and / or English.
Finally, the NCLL survey reported that 41 percent of Hispanicsattended church services at least once a week compared to 35 percentof the general public who answered the Gallup Poll.30 It is likely,how~
ever, that a difference in attendance exists between the various nation-
ality groups of Hispanics.‘1
Church attendance does not necessarily mean registration at achurch. An analysis of an over sample of the 1999 Gallup Poll datafound 54 percent of Hispanic Catholics were registered members of a
24’Michael N. Kane and M. Williams, "Perceptions of South Florida l’iispanicAnglo Catholics: From Whom Would They Seek Help?” [ourmzl of Religion andHealth 39:2 (Summer 2000) 107 —2i. l
3" Earlier studies of Church attendance among US Catholics by nationality indi-cated that Germans were the most active while ltalians and Hispanics were amongthe least.See Andrew Greeley, "Ethnic Variations in Religious Commitment ” in TheReligious Dimension: New Dimensions in Quantitative Research,ed. Robert Wirthnow{NewYork: Academy Press, 1979) ll 344. Also l’lai‘old Abramson, Ethnic Diversityin Catholic America (New York; John Wiley,1973).3' For instance, 41 percent of Mexican Americans attend Mass at least once amonth while 47 percent report they never go. Among those born in Mexico, the cor:
responding percentages are 51 percent vs. 4] percent. See Rodolfo 0. de la Garza etal., [Alina Voices: Mexican, Panto Rican and Cuban Perspectives (Boulder, Colo: West~view Press, 1992) tables 321 and 2.26.
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local parish compared to 70 percent of non~llispanic whites.“ More
recently, the Social Capital Community Benchmark Survey 2000 found
46 percent of Hispanics were registered members compared to 67 per-
cent of non—Hispanic whites and 71 percent of African Americans.”
Although Hispanics place a greater importance on religion, have a
more favorable attitude towards the Church, and attend services more
frequently than non-Hispanic whites, they are less often registered
members of a parish. There are several reasons that may explain this
behavior. First, approximately 46 percent of Hispanic Catholics speak
only Spanish. Many of these probably hesitate to become registered
members of any parish without Spanisli~speaking ministers. Second,
a large number of Hispanics are undocumented immigrants, and, as
such, they might be reluctant to register their names and addresses.M
Third, in some of the immigrants’ homelands parish registration is not
common, especially in small towns or ranchos. Finally, immigrants
tend to be more mobile and do not stay or plan to stay in one place for
an extended length of time. Many also plan to return home and there-
fore do not feel the need to register since they believe that they will
only be in the United States temporarily.
The data reects the great importance that religion holds for Catho-
lic l'lispanics, their generally positive opinion of the Church, and yet
their relative lack of formal church registration and involvement. This
may be explained by the way many Hispanics practice their faith, that
is, a domestic or neighborhood expression of their own popular Ca—
tholicism. While popular Catholicism does not cause less church regiso
tration, it may be constitutive of how many Hispanics are Catholic, and
that particular manifestation of Catholicism may not always include
formal registration.” it would appear that theologians are quite correct
H William D’Antonio, “latino Catholics: How Different?” National Catholic Re
porter, October 29, l999.
"3 One third of all Catholics in the United States are not registered in their local
parishes. See Bryan Froehle and Mary L, Gautier, The Cutholic Church lbdizy(Marya
knoll, NY; Orbis Books, 2000) 205.
”This situation may be even more pressing given popular opinion toward
immigrants alter the events of September ll, 200i.
“For studies on parish life and popular Catholicism among Hispanics see the
following two dissertations: Thomas (3. Kelliher In, Hispanic Catholics and the Arch-
diocese of Chicago, 23‘ 1970 (PhD, diss., University of Notre Dame, l996). Kelliher
concludes, "Since Hispanic Catholicism was to a large extant a household religion
and was not centered on parish life . . . by the end oi the 1960s most Hispanics still
displayed little interest in Chicago parish life." Roberto R. Trevifio, Lu Fe: Catholicism
and Mexican Americans in Houston, 1911-1972 (Ph. D. dies, Stanford University,
1993). Trevino concludes, ”'1'th selectively participated in the institutional Church
and clung to home and community-based religious practices.”
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to explore the importance of this peculiarly Hispanic way of being
Catholic?“
Is the exodus of Hispanics from the Church slowing? if so, why?
There has been a (albeit still inadequate) growth in the Church’s minis
try to Hispanics. Has this been successful in slowing the exodus? it is
certainly worthy of the attention of pastors because identifying suc-
cessful pastoral strategies means that they can be replicated
Degree of Organizational Participation and Financial Support
An often-cited study by Gonzalez and La Velle reports that the vast
majority of Hispanics (88 percent) are not actively involved in parish
activities, and most (60 percent) feel they are not encouraged to become
involved.37 However, two other studies published ten years apart found
that one‘tourth of Hispanics participate in church activities other than
attending services. Although the study of the Barna Research Group in
1999 had no corresponding data regarding non-Hispanics, the earlier
study of CPS in 1989 found that African Americans showed the greatest
participation with 35 percent, followed by 27 percent of non-liiispanic
whites. Hispanics are the least involved in nonvlltu rgical church activi-
ties. But there is some evidence that Hispanics who become Protestants
are more religiously involved than those who remain Catholic. This is
particularly true for women.“4 However, such an increase in religious
participation and zeal is not uncommon for converts to any faith and is
a recognized part of the conversion experience. Hispanics who were
raised Protestant were not found to show this same religious fervor.
The CPS and Bama studies also found that the same order found
for attendance and participation exists in terms of financial support as
church participation. While between 72430 percent of African Ameri-
cans financially support their church, and between 63-7l percent of
non-Hispanic whites, only 57~6l percent of Hispanics support their
churches. These studies, however, failed to distinguish between Catho‘
lics and non‘Catholics.
The NCLL survey did distinguish between Catholics and non—
Catholics and found that 23 percent of Catholics compared to 31 percent
3” Orlando 0. Espin, The Faith oft/u? People: Theological Rieec‘timison Popular
Catholicism (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1997) 2—5.
3"The Hispanic Catholic in the United States: A Sociollltuml and ReligiousProfile
(New York: Northeast Catholic Pastoral Center for Hispanics, 1985) 127.
””Religion, Gender, and the Hispanic Experience in the United St ,Tatho
lic/ Protestant Differences in Religious Involvement, Social Status and (Sender-Role
Attitudes," Review of ReligiousResearch, 43:2 (200i) lSCl—otl.
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of non—Catholics indicated they had donated either time or money to
some club, organization or group within the last year. Of those who
indicated organizational affiliation over the last year, 40 percent of
Catholics and 44 percent of non—Catholics were actively involved in
some aspect of the organizational life of a local church. Among Hispan-
ics, not only are Catholics somewhat less likely than non-Catholics to
be involved in church-related organizations, but also when they are in-
volved they are less likely to volunteer, attend meetings or hold office.
Fifty‘nine percent of Catholics volunteer, 56 percent attend meetings
and 17 percent hold office compared to 70 percent of non-Catholics
who volunteer, 72 percent attend meetings and 21 percent hold office.
Nevertheless, organizationally involved Catholics are just as likely
as non-Catholics (89 vs. 90 percent) to contribute financially to their
church.
‘
Approximately three—fourths of adult Hispanics say a close‘per-
sonal relationship with God is a top priority, 85 percent say their faith is
very important in their daily lives, 77 percent say that Mary as the
Mother of God is very important to them, and 63 percent say they be»
lievc the Bible is totally accurate in its teaching. In addition, in an aver~
age week 81 percent pray, 33 percent read the Bible, and 15 percent
participate in small groups for spiritual purposes.” 'l'wenty-five per»
cent describe themselves as "born again Christians.” No distinction
was made between Catholics and non—Catholics, but it is probably safe
to say that Catholics were underrepresented in this last category since
this particular expression is decidedly more Protestant than Catholic.
This data presents interesting theological and pastoral questions.
For instance, the data shows that Catholic Hispanics are now more
likely to be immigrant with all the socioeconomic (education, income,
politics) and cultural effect (differences in language, history, self-
identity) that immigration entails. Should not the great numbers of
Hispanic Catholics who are immigrants (further complicated by the
events of September 11, 2001) both inform our pastoral practice and
inuence our theological reection?
Another important issue is one that Allan Figueroa Deck identified
in 1989, namely, the importance of small Christian communities among
Hispanics.” Such very local church involvement is not only of pastoral
import, but deserves the attention of ecclesiology. Moreover, since the
l“ A very important way that Catholic Hispanics participate in churchis through
the various small Christian communities. See Bernard J. Lee, The Catholic Experience
of Small Christian Communities (Mahwah, N.].: Paulist Press, 2000) 54.
‘0 The Second Wave: Hispanic Ministry and the livmigclizutlmzofCultures (Mahwah,
NJ; Paulist Press) 70—75 RENEW still appears to offer the most successful method-
ology in this respect.
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present data seems to show that when Hispanics do participate in
the local church they also donate, this would seem to influence both the
practice and theology of stewardship, Ecclesiology and stewardship
must both attend to the development of leaders. Leadership and a
sense of ownership or belonging are also pastoral issues of great
import.‘l That is why we now turn to the issue of leadership in the US.
Hispanic Catholic Church.
Pcrcievcd and Desired Characteristics of leaders
In 2000 there were 366 US. Catholic Bishops, of whom twentyai'our
were Hispanic.“ This constitutes 7 percent of the total number. Most of
these are auxiliary bishops serving dioceses with large Hispanic popu.
lations. There were also 1,818 Hispanic priests, or 4 percent of all US.
priests. This translates into approximately 13,700 Hispanic Catholics
for every Hispanic priest. In addition, there are 1,340 Hispanic perma-
nent deacons which accounts for 11 percent of all such deacons. Al-
together Hispanics comprise S.4 percent of the Catholic clergy in the
United States. Vowed religious in the US. are even less than 5 percent
Hispanic. While these numbers represent a general improvement over
the past, they also indicate a great under representation of the commu~
nity that constitutes one-third of the entire US. Catholic Church,“
According to a report of the Bishops Committee on Hispanic Affairs
(November 1999), there were 6,545 Hispanics in lay ministry forma-
tion, constituting 21 percent of those in formation. There were also
1,040 Hispanic parish lay ecclesial ministers, or 4 percent of the total.“
Historically, most Hispanic leaders in the Church have been lay.“
“ See chapter one of Kenneth G. Davis and Yolanda Tarango, eds. Building
Bridges: The Pastoral Care of US Hispanics (Scranton, Penn: University of Scranton
Press, 2000).
"2 In lanuary 2002 there were 25 active Hispanic bishops with 4 retired, (plus two
deceased and one in Puerto Rico). (Telephone interview with Rosalva Castaneda of
the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops Secretariat for Hispanic Affairs,
January 18, 2002).
“Comparing Catholic parishes that are at least 40 percent l’lispanic‘with those
that are Black, Asian, Native American or non-Hispanic white, it appears that the
former, together with their Asian counterpart, have on average a greater number at
priests, deacons and lay staff per parish, more Masses per week, as well as higher
average numbers of parishioners participating in the sacraments. 'lhese differences
are likely to be a function of the larger size of such parishes (Froehle and Gautier,
The Catholic Church
'lbday, 13‘}, 144, l55).
‘4 Froehle and Gautier, The Catholic Church Today,33—35,
”Jay P. Dolan and Allan Figueroa Deck, eds. Hispanic Catholic Culture? in (in?
Ll.S.: Issues and Concerns (South Bend, Ind: University of Notre Dame Press, 1994).
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A study by F. J. Woods of Hispanic leaders conducted in San Antonio in
the 1940’s described them as educated, bilingual, middle class mestizos
who had lived in the United States longer than most and who were
active in the church as well as social ethnic organizations.46 The NCLL
survey discovered some similarities as well as some important differ-
ences with these characteristics of Hispanic leaders.
Currently, leaders are still more likely to be older, educated, and
married with children living at home than the average Hispanic Catho-
lic. However, there are two important differences between the ndings
of these studies. Today most church leaders are immigrants and work-
ing class. Foreign-born Hispanics comprise 56 percent of all Hispanic
Catholics, but account for nearly 70 percent of local church office hold-
ers. And 54 percent of those local church leaders come from households
with incomes less than $40,000 annually.
The NC LL survey also found that while female Hispanics consti—
tute 56 percent of the Hispanic Church membership, they are only
43 percent of church leaders. This percentage appears quite low in light
of the large and significant role women play in the popular religious
life of the Hispanic community.47 It is particularly so when the results of
the survey reveal that more females agree (26 percent) with the state-
ment that “women make better leaders than men” than agree (24 per“
cent) that “men make better leaders than women.” On the other hand,
30 percent of males believe that men were better leaders compared to
15 percent of females who agree. Overall, slightly more Hispanic
Catholic males and females agree that men make better leaders (26 per—
cent) than women (22 percent). Nevertheless, a majority of both sexes
agree that there is no gender difference in leadership abilities.” Catho-
lics were somewhat more egalitarian than non«Catholics.
The chapters by Moises Sandoval (131455) and Marina Herrera (166-205) are par—
ticularly pertinent. Note also that any account of US. Hispanic Catholic leadership
must mention Cesar Chz’wez. While we await a biography that adequately deals
with his faith, see Mark Day’s Forty Acres: Cesar Chavez and the Farm Workers (New
York: Praeger, l971).
“Frances Jerome Woods, Mexican Ethnic Leadershipin San Antonio, Texas. (New
York: Arno Press, 1976) 63 ~89. Her definition of a leader is still helpful, namely, a
person who "offers some solution to the problems of the ethnic group. He has not
only an acceptable plan of action designed to meet these problems, but also an ap.
preciable following” (5). For an excellent explanation of Hispanic Catholic leader-
ship see Marcello Azevedo’s “Hispanic Leaders: Faith and Culture in the New
Millennium,” Chicago Studies 36:3 (December 1997) 230-4.
‘7 Anthony Stevens-Arroyo and Ana Maria Dial-Stevens, eds, An Enduring
Flume: Studies on Latino Popular Religiusily (New York: Bildner Center for Western
Hemisphere Studies, 1994) 254.6, 116, 1’75.
“Yet leadership may be exercised differently between men and women. At a
April 13, 2002 conference at Notre Dame called Recovering the (1.3. Hispanic Catholic
[rm
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Most females and males believe that women are as good or betterleaders than men. Overall, two-thirds of Hispanics indicate there islittle difference between the leadership abilities of men and women
Hispanic Catholics are less likely than non-Catholics to believe that
men are better leaders than women (26 percent vs. 32 percent) and
more likely to agree that women are better leaders than men (22 percent
vs. 19 percent). This more positive attitude towards female leadership
on the part of Catholics might be traced to women’s role in popular
religion and Hispanic’s high esteem for the Virgin Mary.
Woods also identied the following functions of Hispanic leaders:
1) help their group realize that injustices need not be accepted
and that change is possible;
2) promote group integration within the system;
3) represent the group to itself and others;
4) build consensus;
5) negotiate and build coalitions between groups;
6) coordinate group efforts towards common goals;
7) identify and encourage new leaders,
Another recent study of Hispanic leaders indicated similar func-
tions:
1) integrate foreign-born and U.S.-born Hispanics;
2) provide a bridge between Hispanic and nonsl‘lispanic com-
munities;
3) serve as role models;
4) reduce tension due to cultural differences.4Q
It is evident that the role of a leader is mum-dimensional. At the
center of the role is the need to serve and represent his or her people. This
may be problematic at times for Hispanic Catholic leaders, especially
Heritage, those who presented on ”Latina Faith Evan l' ‘ ‘ ”
_
-
, ge nation, and Leadershi(AntoniaCastaneda, Ana Maria Diaz Stevens, Anita de Luna, and Anna Maa
Pagia)noted thatzftp'women, leadership includes: (1) sacrice as service to familyan commum' ; ti ‘ ‘ * ‘ ~ > . ‘
mags,
ty ( ) orma on of youth, (3) creation of socral space to claim oppor-
m'Masaaki I'larada, "Study Urges Strong Latino leaders,” The Albert Lea Tribune,January 8, 2002 See also Thomas W. Florek's D.Min. thesis ConstructingA Tiirologil
calMethodologyfor :1 Lay LeadershipFormation Situated in the Midwest Pastoral tie Cm:-
[unto (Catholic Theological Union, Chicago, 2001).
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the clergy, if there is or appears to be a conflict of interests between
Hispanics and non-Hispanics. Leaders may feel they have the dual role
of serving and representing the Church while serving and representing
la mza. This could result in role conict. One study of Hispanic priests
revealed that a majority (58 percent) was not satisfied with the
Church’s response to social problems in their communities. An even
larger maiority (84 percent) felt their fellow l‘lispanics lack an adequate
voice in the decision-making of the Church, and also believed (82 per
cent) that Hispanics are discriminated against in the Churc ,5“
The NCLL survey asked t-lispanics to list the three most desirable
qualities for leaders. Respondents, both Catholic and non-Catholic,
overwhelmingly indicated the most important were honesty, trust—
worthiness, and integrity. Overall, 60 percent of respondents indicated
that qualities associated with personal character were most important
to them, This was followed by 10 percent who identified qualities asso-
ciated with competence, such as intelligence, good communication
skills and efficiency. Next, 8 percent selected qualities related to com-
passion and caring, and a percent to community service and respect for
the comimmity. There was virtually no difference between the prefer-
ences of Catholics and non-Catholics except concerning education,
intelligence and experience. Catholics (8 percent) placed a greater
value on these than did non-Catholics (4 percent).
There do appear to be some significant differences between Catho—
lics and non~Catholics in the importance given to the ethnicity of a
leader. A majority of Catholics (55 percent) believe that Hispanic lead-
ers represent their values better than non-Hispanic leaders, compared
to 40 percent of mainline Protestants, 47 percent of Pentecostals, and
35 percent of nonaftiliated, Sixty-two percent of Catholics vs. 64 percent
of l’entecostals, 56 percent of nonai’filiated, and 53 percent of mainline
Protestants believe that Hispanic leaders better reflect their views on
important issues. Similarly, 57 percent of Catholics compared to 56 per-
cent of Pentecostals, 53 percent of mainline Protestants and 39 percent
of nonaffiliated believe that Hispanic elected officials care more about
them than non-l-iispanic officials.
Given the importance that Catholic Hispanics place on the ethnic-
ity of their leaders, it is worthwhile to note the leadership provided by
Hispanic permanent deacons. The Catholic Church Todaycounts many
more deacons in Hispanic churches than in either Black, Asian, Native
American or non~l~lispanic white churches. And a 1999 survey of the
deaconate in the l'lispanic community, based on information from 137
'“Gilbert Cadena, “Chicano Clergy and the Emergence of Liberation Theology,"
Hispanic journal of Behavioral Science 11 (1989) 117-20.
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of l80 dioceses, found 1400 incardinatecl Spanish—speaking,deacons,
most of whom came from Mexico or Puerto Rico. There were also 135
Hispanic candidates in deacon formation programs, Approximately
87 percent of both Hispanic deacons and deacon candidates were bi-
lingual, while 8 percent spoke only Spanish. This language proficiency
was reflected in the difference in the number of con tinuing formation
programs which were conducted in English (63 percent) and in Spanish
(11 percent). Fourteen percent of the dioceses reported having distinct
formation programs for Hispanic deacon candidates. In answer to a
question of how well received Hispanic deacons were by priests,
50 percent said well received by Hispanic priests and 60 percent by
non-Hispanic white priests. The question "Does the local church per-
ceive Hispanic / Latino deacons as ordained for the whole Church”
elicited a 60 percent affirmative response.5i
All the above data suggests helpful insights for theologians and
pastors. US. Hispanic theology wrestles with 10 culidz'mm, the everyday,
real life issues facing their community. These theologians apparently
have generally been quite accurate in their assessment of in cotidiuno.
In particular one might point to the continuing lack of female Church
leadership despite Hispanic acceptance of it.”
Although the issue was not raised, it does appear from the preceding
information that the ethnicity of the clergy and lay church leaders may
be of even greater importance than gender to the laity, especially among
Catholics Undoubtedly, some non—llispanics have made significant
contributions, nonetheless, the work of Ana Maria Diaz‘Stevens and
Anthony Stevens-Arroyo demonstrate the noted desire of I’lispanics to
have leaders who are themselves lilispanicf'3 if this is so, it means that
for the Church to meet the leadership desires of the Hispanic community,
we need decidedly more Hispanic priests and lay leaders. Although
this is a daunting task, other research has provided some insight?" lt
1“ United States Conference of Catholic Bishops’ Secretariat for the Diaconaie,
November 2, W99. Kindly provided to the authors by Enrique Alonso of the
Asociacion de Diéconos ilispanos.
“Among the most important leadership organizations for Hispanic women is
Las Hermanas. See Lara Medina, Las tlemxmms: Chiming/Latina Religious-Political
Activism, 197 — 997 (PhD. diss, Claremoni Graduate University, 1998) _
“Recognizing the Latino Resurgence in 1.1.8. Religion: The Emmaus Paradigm(Boulder, Colo; Westview Press, 1998). 0 also Dim—Stevens, (lxcart Catholicism on
Fifth Avenue (South Bend, lntl.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1993). Another clasp
sic but little known example of the influence of a non-l ‘panic leader is contained
in Sr, Mary Paul Valdez“ The History (film Mi. 'onary (Ti , ists of Divine Prom/1mm"
(San Antonio: The Missionary Catechists of Divine Provrdence, 1978).
5* Hernandez and Kenneth G. Davis, Reconstructing the Sacred ’lbwer l (torthA
coming).
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may be that a leadership program directed towards females is needed,
much like the diaconate program for males.
Conclusion
The prediction made a decade and a half ago has proven very accu-
rate: Hispanics:
have strong cultural and religious bonds, which will no doubt continue
to shape the religious communities. Catholicism especially will be influ.
enced by these newer immigrant streams and will continue to have dis-
tinct ethnic enclaves within it, The Spanish~speaking constituency will
expand more rapidly than any other sector within American Catholi-
cism. Thus it is reasonable to expect a gradual but significant shift in
Catholic constituency and religious and spiritual life as these inuences
are assimilated in the years ahead,“
US. Hispanic theology has also largely been accurate in its assess-
ment of the context of its own community. It has rightly emphasized
the experience of diaspora (through conquest or immigration), popular
religion (particularly devotion to Mary and the concept of fiesta), small
Christian communities, and the need to negotiate the peculiar experi«
ence of US. Hispanics who live on cultural (including differences in
race and levels of acculturation) borders. The data indicates that this
theology that claims to be contextual has actually been true to its con
text.“ Evaluating the Church’s pastoral response to this context is more
difficult, but certainly necessary. One can look at the response of the
US. Church’s hierarchy in its National Pastoral Plan for HispanicIl/lim'stry.57
The above data suggests that evaluation is needed particularly in the
areas of youth ministry, leadership, immigration, and stewardship?8
While Hispanics, who comprise approximately onethird of all US.
Catholics, are important to the future of the Church, young Hispanics
are even more so. This is because they encompass 41 percent of all
*1“Root and McKinney, Anwrimn Muinlirw Religion,15,
V’ Kenneth (S Davis and Jesus C astillo»Coronado (200]) "US. Hispanic ‘l‘heoloo
gians: A Sketch of What They Are Doing," Lnuvain Studies 26 (2001) 3—26.
,
57 National Conference of Catholic Bishops Secretariat for Hispanic Affairs
(Washington, DC: United States Catholic Conference, 1987). Charles McCarthy
privately compiled a helpful index.
. , 1
“Small Christian communities referred to as “comumdudes erlcstalcs (is bad" or
“small ecclesial communities" receive attention (#19 27—29, 33, 3188, 40—45, 47,
49—50, 61—63, 65, 70, 77—79, 84), Popular religion is only mentioned directly in #1]
and spirituality is recognized (#16, 68, 84, 86, 94-96), but probably underdeveloped
Evaluation (#6, 43, 8482) of pastoral practices is mentioned throughout, however,
there is no authoritative plan for accountability
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Catholics under age thirty, and 44 percent of all Catholics under age
ten. In the nation’s two most populous states, California and Texas,
over 70 percent of Catholics under age thirty are Hispanic, Census
Bureau statistics indicate that between 1990 and 2000 the Hispanic
population between ages fteen and twenlymine grew 54 percent while
the non-Hispanic white population decreased by 11 percent, Mean-
while, the Hispanic population under age ten increased by 62 percent
compared to a 10 percent decrease in the non-Hispanic white popular.
tion. The Census Bureau reports that this trend will continue,
To meet the needs of this growing portion of the Church’s popula-
tion, some parishes in certain dioceses have established peer youth
programs usually organized and directed by the members themselves,
which may or may not include an adult advisor. Such advisors are
either paid or volunteers. Unfortunately, few such programs exist, and
only thirtyrfive dioceses have trained personnel to develop and coordi-
nate them. In ten of these dioceses the coordinators are only part-time,
Youth and young adult ministry does seem to receive some priority
(#12, 34, 51, 53, 55—56, 64—66, 72, and 79)»Nonetheless, there is an obvi-
ous and growing need to attend to Hispanic youth and young adults.
The importance of leaders / leadership is evident in (#17, 24, 32.33, 58,
60, 68—69, 77—78, 84) as well as under some categories such as laity,
women, diocesan personnel, priests, etc. Commentaries on leadership
in this document stress the goal of communion.
Throughout the whole Pastoral Plan, the words “leader,” and ”pastoral
ministers" and, at times, “pastoral agents” are easily interchanged. There
is a slight emphasis on the use of the word ”leader” when it refers to an
organizational, administrative and advocacy service, and the use of the
words ”pastoral ministers" or “ministries" when it speaks of more eccleA
sial services. However, according to the model of a communltarian
Church, both of them must be interpreted as true services to the commu-
nity of brothers and sisters because the Lord did not come to be served
but to serve.’39
Relative inattention to immigration (#4, and 10—11 as well as mention
of some countries of origin) probably reflects the difference between
the percentage of U.S.-bom vs. immigrant US. Hispanics between the
19805 and today. More attention probably needs to be focused here. The
real challenge evident in the National Pastoral Plan, however, appears to
be attention to stewardship. Not only is there virtually no mention of
5“ Mario Vlzcaino, Sch}? "Cluistian Leadership as Service,” in Prophetic Vision:
Pastoral Reections on the National Pastoral Plan for l’lispanic Ministry, ed. Soledad
Galeron et al, (Kansas C lty: Sheed and Ward, 1992) 3474;.
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the issue, moreover, the repeated phrase ”In accordance with . . i
budget procedures of the respective entities involved” often meant that
no special budget or fundraising efforts were directed toward imple~
menting this otherwise fine document. Perhaps the best assessment to
date concludes that it ”. . , represents a huge advance toward a pas-
toral praxi i , falls short of the best that we might hope for from the
Church’s ministry/3““
'Ihis necessary yet still lacking shift oi investment and the identifi-
cation of new sources of funds has probably been one reason for the
relatively tiny number of professional / clergy Hispanic leadership es-
pecially among women, youth and young adults, Some shift of those
resources commensurate with the percent of Hispanics in the Catholic
Church toward that leadership development could eventually result in
new sources of funding since Hispanics apparently do contribute
financially to churches in which they feel ownership and exercise
leadership.M This may partly explain why Protestant Hispanics, with
much greater leadership of the same ethnicity, also contribute much
more to their churches."2
Hence the title of this article, ”Hispanic Catholic Leadership: Key
to the Future,” The National Catholic Council for Hispanic Ministry
(NCCl-iM) commissioned this study because of its mission to ”[em—
power] . . . Hispanics in both church and society by identifying, con-
voking and developing leadership among its member organizations
and their constituencies.” Therefore, the most important observation
from this article is that Hispanic Catholic leadership development
(especially among women, youth and young adults) requires an imme-
diate and significant investment, but once formed, such leaders are
very likely in turn to contribute time, talent, and treasure to the Church
MMichael P. Connors, Tim National Pas-mm! Phi/riot Hispanic Ministry as :1 Sim!—
egyir lrzcnllumiion Ammo; erican Americans, (Phil dies, University of Toronto,
1997) 333,
"’ Note thal this is more than money For instance, most seminarians in the, US.
are now required to study the Spanish language and Hispanic cultures. Is it not time
that permanent deacous or at least professional lay ministers more often do the
some?
"1 lilya Wagner and Allan Figueroa Deck, eds. New Directiunsn Pliilzmtlmipir
Furidmising 24 (Summer 1999) 59—74i This special issue was devoted to Hispanic
philanthropy.
